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Abstract

Parallel structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) methods increase the ef-

ficiency of the numerical solution to partial differential equations. These methods

use an adaptive grid hierarchy to dynamically assign computational resources to

areas with large solution errors. The grid hierarchy needs to be repeatedly re-

partitioned and distributed over the processors but no single partitioning algorithm

performs well for all hierarchies. This paper presents an extended and improved

version of the Meta-Partitioner, a partitioning framework that uses the state of

the application to autonomously select, configure, invoke, and evaluate partition-

ing algorithms during run-time. The performance of the partitioning algorithms

are predicted using historical performance data for grid hierarchies similar to the

current hierarchy. At each re-partitioning, a user-specified number of partitioning

algorithms are selected and invoked. When multiple partitionings are constructed,

the performance of each partitioning is evaluated during run-time and the best par-

titioning is selected. The performance evaluation shows huge improvements for

the two most performance-inhibiting factors — the load imbalance and the syn-

chronization delays. On average, the load imbalance is increased by only 11.5%

and the synchronization delays by 13.6% compared to the optimal results from 768

different hybrid partitioning algorithms.

1 Introduction

Structured adaptive mesh refinement (SAMR) is employed to increase the efficiency

of the numerical solution to partial differential equations in areas like computational

fluid dynamics [6, 14, 25], numerical relativity [37, 39], astrophysics [9, 18, 31], and

hydrodynamics [30]. In SAMR, areas in the computational domain with large solution

errors are identified and overlayed with grids having a finer resolution, resulting in a

dynamic and adaptive grid hierarchy.
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Good parallel performance for SAMR applications requires efficient use of the un-

derlying computer. This paper presents an extended and improved version of the Meta-

Partitioner, a partitioning framework that autonomously selects, configures, invokes,

and evaluates partitioning algorithms during run-time with respect to the state of the

application. The Meta-Partitioner is the culmination of a larger research effort that

aims to decrease the execution time of general parallel SAMR applications running

on general parallel computers. Previous research has resulted in several partitioners

and new theoretical models to asses the partitioning needs of SAMR applications [20–

22, 24, 41, 43–45].

Previous research has also shown that no single partitioning algorithm performs

well for all SAMR grid hierarchies [38, 41]. To obtain good parallel performance, the

partitioning algorithm must be dynamically selected during run-time. The resulting

execution time is always dependent on a combination of a number of performance-

inhibiting factors like load imbalance, communication volumes, and synchronization

delays. The relative importance of these performance-inhibiting factors will generally

vary during the execution of the application. At one stage, the interconnect might

be overloaded due to other applications executing concurrently. At another stage,

the properties of the grid hierarchy can make it hard to achieve an acceptable load

imbalance. Thus, the partitioning effort must be continuously focused on the most

performance-inhibiting factors.

Recently, an initial implementation of the Meta-Partitioner was presented [22]. At

each re-partitioning, the initial version selected the partitioning algorithm that was pre-

dicted to result in the best performance for the current grid hierarchy. An evaluation

showed that the Meta-Partitioner consistently produced partitionings with a signifi-

cantly better performance than the partitionings generated by the average performing

algorithms. For each of the applications examined, the Meta-Partitioner also resulted in

equal to or better performance than the single partitioning algorithm with the best over-

all performance. It was also shown that large performance improvements are possible

if the performance of several alternative partitionings can be evaluated during run-time.

In this paper, an extended and improved version of the Meta-Partitioner is pre-

sented. In the new version, multiple candidate partitionings can be constructed at each

re-partitioning. A re-designed and substantially faster version of the SAMR simula-

tor [10] makes it possible to evaluate the performance of the resulting partitionings

during run-time. Hence, the choice of candidate partitioning algorithms is based on

predicted performance, but the selected partitioning will have the best performance

among the resulting partitionings.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an overview of struc-

tured adaptive mesh refinement and partitioning approaches is presented. Section 3

contains a description of the design and implementation of the Meta-Partitioner. The

experimental setup of the performance evaluation is described in Section 4 and the

results are presented in Section5̃. Finally, Section 6 contains the conclusions.
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2 SAMR and partitioning

Methods using structured adaptive mesh refinement start with a coarse base grid that

covers the entire computational domain [6, 7]. During run-time, regions with large

solution errors are identified and overlaid with grids having a higher resolution. If the

error on a coarse grid is later found to be small, the overlayed grids can be removed.

As the execution progresses, grid patches will be created, moved and deleted, resulting

in a dynamic grid hierarchy.

Information is frequently exchanged between grid patches during run-time. Bound-

ary data for a refined grid patch is typically obtained from adjacent patches or patches

on the next lower level. After the solution is updated, the results are projected down

from finer to coarser levels to increase the solution accuracy. Thus, data flows both

over the borders of neighboring patches and between patches on different refinement

levels.

Frameworks for SAMR include Paramesh [29, 33], SAMRAI [48], GrACE [35],

AMROC [3, 13], Chombo [11, 12], Enzo [15, 32], and Overture [19].

2.1 Partitioning of SAMR grid hierarchies

Parallel SAMR applications present a challenging resource allocation problem when

the dynamic grid hierarchy is partitioned and assigned to processors. Optimally, the

invoked partitioning algorithm should simultaneously minimize all partition-related

performance-inhibiting factors like load imbalance, communication volumes, synchro-

nization delays, and data migration. However, it is unrealistic to search for the optimal

partitioning [16]. Instead, the Meta-Partitioner needs to trade-off the performance-

inhibiting factors in accordance with the current characteristics of the application and

the computer system.

Most partitioning algorithms can be classified into one of three main categories.

For patch-based partitioners [4, 12, 24, 26], the distribution decision is made indepen-

dently for each grid patch or refinement level. A grid patch may be kept on the local

processor or moved entirely to another processor. If the grid patch is large, it can be

split. The main advantage of the patch-based approach is a small load imbalance. Also,

depending on the implementation, re-partitioning at re-griding can be avoided. Short-

comings are high communication volumes and potentially long synchronization delays.

Also, patch-based algorithms have an inability to exploit available parallelism across

different levels of refinement.

Domain-based partitioners [5, 34, 38] partition the physical domain, rather than the

grids themselves. The domain is partitioned along with all overlaid grids from all re-

finement levels. Generally, the workload of the overlaid grids is projected down to the

coarse base grid, reducing the problem to the partitioning of a single grid that has a

heterogeneous workload. The advantages are elimination of inter-level communication

and better exploitation of all available parallelism between different levels of refine-

ment. The main disadvantage is an intractable load imbalance for deep hierarchies that

can be further amplified by even larger imbalances on the individual refinement levels.

Another drawback is the occurrence of “bad cuts” that results in increased overhead

costs [41].
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Hybrid partitioners [27, 41] combine the patch-based and domain-based partition-

ing approaches to avoid their respectively shortcomings — the high communication

volumes for patch-partitioners and the intractable load imbalance for domain-based

partitioners. Most hybrid partitioners use a 2-step partitioning approach. The first

step use domain-based techniques to generate meta-partitionings that are mapped to a

group of processors. The second step uses a combination of domain and patch-based

techniques to optimize the distribution of each meta-partitioning within its processor

group [27].

An example of a hybrid partitioner is Nature+Fable [41], from the outset designed

to form the basis of the Meta-Partitioner. Nature+Fable uses domain-based techniques

to separate the unrefined parts of the coarse base grid from the refined parts. For each

separate refined area, adjacent refinement levels are clustered two-by-two into bi-levels.

In a bi-level, the highest refinement level is partitioned using the patch-based approach.

The resulting partitioning is then projected down in a domain-based fashion onto the

lower refinement level. Thus, inter-level communication is avoided inside each bi-

level, while domain-based partitioning is never performed on more than two refinement

levels to achieve a small load imbalance. The partitioning process in Nature+Fable is

governed by a large set of parameters and each parameter setting can be regarded as

a separate partitioning algorithm. Several performance evaluations of Nature+Fable

have shown good results [23, 41].

Generally, the load imbalance and synchronization delays have a larger impact on

the execution time than the other performance-inhibiting factors (e.g. data migration

and communication volumes) [23]. Before the solution can be advanced to the next

time step, all processors must have finished their computations. Thus, the processor

having the largest workload will determine the computational time.

Application Computational

time (s)

Synchronization

time (s)

Total

time (s)

Ramp 1381.2 808.6 3035.1

ShockTurb 2618.4 562.1 4270

ConvShock 1810.7 2262.4 17102

Spheres 1843.5 1141.2 7405

Table 1: Comparison between the computational time, synchronization time, and total

execution time for four example applications from the SAMR framework AMROC [3]

and a domain-based partitioning algorithm. Except for the computational time and the

synchronization time, the third major component of the total time is the determination

of internal data exchanges between grids assigned to the same processor and external

communications between grids assigned to different processors. The data origins from

sixteen processor executions on the ALC parallel computer at Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory [1]. All data courtesy of Ralf Deiterding.

During run-time, processors frequently need to synchronize and exchange data with

each other. Often, one of the involved processors is busy computing while the others are

forced to be idle. The time spent waiting for data can be significant and is often of the

same magnitude as the computational time (see Table 1). In this paper, a synchroniza-
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tion penalty (see Section 4.1) is computed as an approximation of the synchronization

delays [42].

3 The Meta-Partitioner

The Meta-Partitioner is a partitioning framework that autonomously selects, config-

ures, invokes, and evaluates the partitioning algorithms that are predicted to result in

the best performance. The resulting partitionings are evaluated during run-time using

a SAMR simulator and the partitioning with the best performance is selected. In this

section, the design and implementation of the Meta-Partitioner is presented. A more

detailed description is found in [21].

The partitioning algorithm selection in the Meta-Partitioner is based on the assump-

tion that geometrically similar grid hierarchies have similar partitioning properties. A

partitioning algorithm that generates a high-quality partitioning for a given grid hierar-

chy, probably also does so for a geometrically similar grid hierarchy. As a consequence

of this assumption, historic performance data can be used to select the partitioning al-

gorithm. If the geometric characteristics of the current grid hierarchy are matched with

previously encountered hierarchies, the performance of a candidate partitioning algo-

rithm can be predicted by its historical performance data for similar grid hierarchies.

The basis for the algorithm selection process is a large performance data base.

The data base contains performance data for 768 hybrid partitioning algorithms from

Nature+Fable, where each algorithm partitioned almost 1300 different grid hierar-

chies [23].

3.1 Implementation

For the implementation of the Meta-Partitioner, component-based software engineering

(CBSE) is used. The use of CBSE simplifies modifications and expansions to the

functionality of the Meta-Partitioner at the same time as it facilitates the integration of

SAMR frameworks and other external components (e.g. performance monitoring tools

and data base connections).

The Common Component Architecture (CCA) is used for the actual implemen-

tation [8, 28]. Developed as a community-driven CBSE initiative, CCA specifically

targets the needs of high performance computing. A general, low-latency model for

component inter-operability and interaction forms the basis of CCA. In CCA, a com-

ponent is the basic unit of software functionality. The components interact through

abstract interfaces called ports that provide access to the functionality of a component.

A component can provide a port, meaning that it implements the functionality defined

by the port. A component can also use ports, by performing function calls through the

port to access the functionality provided by another component. During run-time, a

framework manages and assembles the components and ports into an application. The

framework is also responsible for the execution of the application.

A draft for a interoperability standard for SAMR frameworks has been developed

by the CCA community and tested with a previous version of the Chombo frame-

work [2]. Also, the SAMR framework GrACE is routinely used in CCA applications
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that are developed at the Computational Facility for Reacting Flow Science at Sandia

National Laboratories [28].

The functionality of the Meta-Partitioner is divided into a number of components

(see Figure 1). Because the overall design has been described in detail elsewhere [21],

only parts directly involved in the algorithm selection are discussed in this paper.

Figure 1: A Meta-Partitioner and its components. The components on the right are

adapted from third-party software.

3.1.1 Characterization and matching of grid hierarchies

As previously mentioned, it is assumed that geometrically similar grid hierarchies have

similar partitioning properties. When the current grid hierarchy is matched with stored

grid hierarchies, historical performance data for a similar stored grid hierarchy can pre-

dict the performance for the current grid hierarchy. For the matching, it is paramount

that the hierarchies are accurately characterized. For this purpose, a number of geomet-

rical properties for the grid hierarchy are computed in the AppState-component (see

Table 2). To make the matching more accurate, all metrics are normalized to a common

interval using logistic normalization [36]. Logistic normalization employs a two-step

approach. First, the metric is normalized using standard z-score normalization [17]. A

value v of a metric A is normalized to vzero by computing

vzero =
v − Ã

σA
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where Ã and σA are the mean and standard deviation of metric A. Next, vzero is nor-

malized to vlogistic by computing

vlogistic =
1

1 + e−vzero

.

After the logistic normalization, each metric is restricted to the interval [0, 1] and

the relative difference between values close to the mean (i.e. 0.5 after the normaliza-

tion) are increased compared to z-score normalization. The initial z-score normaliza-

tion is also less sensitive to outliers than many other normalization methods [17].

Metric Description

Levels Number of refinement levels

Area Fraction of refined area compared to the base grid

AreaLower Fraction of refined area compared to the next lower level

PatchSize Average size of the grid patches compared to the area

of the refinement level

PatchNum Number of patches per area unit on the base grid

AspectRatio Average aspect ratio

StdDevSize Standard deviation of the PatchSize

Table 2: The metrics used by the AppState-component to characterize the geometri-

cal properties of a grid hierarchy.

To match the current grid hierarchy with the stored grid hierarchies, the weighted

least square method is used. Because the geometrical metrics that describe the grid

hierarchy probably differ in importance, each metric is assigned an experimentally de-

termined weight. For these experiments, the Meta-partitioner selected a partitioning

algorithm for almost 1300 grid hierarchies using 2187 different weight combinations

(for a total of about 2.8 million selected algorithms). Because the experiments only

involved algorithms and hierarchies already present in the data base, the average per-

formance of each weight combination could be determined without the need to actually

partition the grid hierarchies. The weight combination that resulted in the best perfor-

mance was selected and used in the Meta-Partitioner. Note that different selection rules

(see the next section) use different weights.

3.1.2 Construction of selection rules

In the presented version of the Meta-Partitioner, a static partitioning focus is selected to

concentrate the partitioning effort to the performance-inhibiting factors that generally

have the largest impact on the execution time —- either the load imbalance or the

synchronization delays (see Table 1). Each focus, i.e FocusLB and FocusSynch, is

associated with a maximum allowed performance deviation for its main performance-

inhibiting factor.

To select the partitioning algorithm, each algorithm’s performance for the most

similar stored grid hierarchy is compared to the best historic performance for that par-

ticular grid hierarchy. All algorithms that resulted in an equal to or better performance
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than maximum allowed performance deviation are selected as candidate algorithms.

Next, the candidate algorithms are ordered on the basis of their historic performance

for the secondary performance-inhibiting factor (i.e. synchronization for FocusLB

and load imbalance for FocusSynch). The algorithm that resulted in the best per-

formance for the secondary performance inhibiting factor is selected. Using this strat-

egy, the partitioning effort will be concentrated to the most performance-inhibiting

factor while the impact of the secondary factor is kept as low as possible. Pseudocode

for the selection process is presented in Algorithm 1. An allowed performance de-

viation of zero will result in the selection of the algorithm with the best predicted

performance for the most performance-inhibiting factor, completely disregarding the

secondary performance-inhibiting factor.

Because the selected algorithm is uniquely determined by the combination of the

partitioning focus and the most similar grid hierarchy, it is possible to pre-compute the

algorithm selection. For each partitioning focus, the selected algorithms and the corre-

sponding grid hierarchies are stored as rules. During run-time the algorithm selection

is reduced to finding the entry in the rule that corresponds to the most similar stored

grid hierarchy.

Algorithm 1 Selection of partitioning algorithm

FocusSynch(deviation)

1 SELECT partAlg AS candidates FROM mostSimilarAppState WHERE synch

< deviation*MINall(synch)

2 SELECT partAlg FROM candidates WHERE LB = MINcand(LB)

FocusLB(deviation)

1 SELECT partAlg AS candidates FROM mostSimilarAppState WHERE LB <

deviation*MINall(LB)

2 SELECT partAlg FROM candidates WHERE synch = MINcand(synch)

Please note the differences in the MIN-clauses. For step 1, MIN corresponds to

the minimum for all partitioning algorithms. For step 2, MIN corresponds to the

minimum for the algorithms selected during step 1. In this paper, deviation=1.25

for FocusSynch and deviation=1.2 for FocusLB

3.1.3 Run-time evaluation of multiple partitionings

During the evaluation of the initial version of the Meta-Partitioner, it was discovered

that the least square matching was sensitive to perturbations. The differences in the

least square sums for the most similar grid hierarchies were generally small. Even a

tiny perturbation in the least square sum would probably change the matching to a new

stored grid hierarchy and result in the selection of another partitioning algorithm.

To examine the performance impact of the matching process, a theoretically de-

rived evaluation of the partitioning algorithms corresponding to the ten most similar

grid hierarchies was performed [22]. The evaluation showed that the average perfor-

mance of the ten algorithms was similar to or slightly worse than the performance of
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the algorithm that was actually selected. However, at least one of the ten partitioning

algorithms would often perform significantly better than the selected partitioning algo-

rithm. To find the best performing algorithm during run-time, all ten algorithms need

to be invoked and all of the resulting partitionings must be evaluated. Because the algo-

rithms in the original version of the Meta-Partitioner were selected on the basis of their

predicted performance rather than the actual performance of the resulting partitionings,

this discovery could not be used to improve the performance.

To evaluate the quality of a partitioning, a SAMR simulator has been used [10].

Rather than simulating a parallel computer, the simulator mimics the execution of the

Berger-Colella SAMR algorithm [6]. At each re-partitioning, the simulator computes

metrics like the arithmetical load imbalance, communication volumes, data migration,

and synchronization penalty. Due to its long execution time, it is intractable to use the

simulator to evaluate partitionings during run-time.

An analysis of the simulator execution time showed that the largest part was used

to compute the communication volumes. By restricting the computations to the load

imbalance and the synchronization penalty, the execution time could be reduced with

approximately a factor of 500.

The modified simulator was expanded into a CCA component and connected to the

Meta-Partitioner. Before the start of a simulation, the user can choose the number of

partitioning algorithms that will be selected invoked at each re-partitioning.

Name Description #Algorithms

MP1 Most similar grid hierarchy 1

MP1+Static Most similar grid hierarchy and 2

the best static algorithm

MP10 10 most similar grid hierarchies 10

MP10+Static 10 most similar grid hierarchies 11

and best static algorithm

MP+Apps 10 most similar grid hierarchies 10-12

and hierarchies from all applications

MP10+All 10 most similar grid hierarchies, 11-13

best static algorithm, and hierarchies

from all applications

Table 3: The selection approaches used for the matching of the grid hierarchies. The

Apps and All configurations make sure that at least one hierarchy from each of the

applications in the performance data base is used, even if the similarity is low.

In the new version of the Meta-Partitioner, it is possible to use several approaches to

select the corresponding partitioning algorithms. The basic option is to select the parti-

tioning algorithms that correspond to any number of the most similar grid hierarchies.

This option is called MP{X}, where X is the number of selected algorithms (X = 1
corresponds to the original implementation). A second option is to use the performance

data base before the start of the execution to determine the partitioning algorithm that

has the best average performance. This algorithm is always invoked together with any

other algorithm(s). This option is assigned the label static. If the geometrical prop-
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erties of the current grid hierarchies are highly unusual, the partitioning algorithms

that correspond to the most similar grid hierarchies might result in bad performance.

The performance might benefit if the matched grid hierarchies also include at least one

hierarchy from each application present in the performance data base — even if the

geometrical similarity is low. This approach uses the label Apps. Finally, different

combinations of the approaches can also be used. The different approaches used in this

paper are listed in Table 3.

Algorithm 2 Selection of partitioning algorithm, extended version

1. FocusSynch(deviation)

for each candidate algorithm do

if (currentSynch < 0.75*bestSynch) AND (currentLB < 2*bestLB) then

bestAlg = currentAlg; bestSynch = currentSynch; bestLB = currentLB

else

if (currentSynch < bestSynch) AND (currentLB < 1.5*bestLB) then

bestAlg = currentAlg; bestSynch = currentSynch; bestLB = currentLB

end if

else

if (currentSynch < 1.05*bestSynch) AND (currentLB < 0.75*bestLB) then

bestAlg = currentAlg; bestSynch = currentSynch; bestLB = currentLB

end if

end if

end for

2. FocusLB(deviation)

for each candidate algorithm do

if (currentLB < 0.75*bestLB) AND (currentSynch < 1.75*bestSynch) then

bestAlg = currentAlg; bestSynch = currentSynch; bestLB = currentLB

else

if (currentLB < bestLB) AND (currentSynch < 1.2 * bestSynch) then

bestAlg = currentAlg; bestSynch = currentSynch; bestLB = currentLB

end if

else

if (currentLB < 1.05*bestLB) AND (currentSynch < 0.75*bestSynch) then

bestAlg = currentAlg; bestSynch = currentSynch; bestLB = currentLB

end if

end if

end for

In this paper, deviation=1.25 for FocusSynch and deviation=1.2 for

FocusLB

When multiple partitionings are constructed, each partitioning is evaluated during

run-time by the new version of the SAMR simulator. Instead of selecting the partition-

ing that results in the best performance for the primary performance-inhibiting factor,

more advanced selection criteria are used. For example, even if the partitioning focus is
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set to FocusLB, a marginally increased load imbalance and a substantially decreased

synchronization penalty would probably result in a shorter execution time. Pseudocode

for the modified selection criteria are presented in Algorithm 2. Note that the differ-

ent rules use different multiples in the selection criteria due to the distribution of the

performance data. The extended version replaces step 2 in the original algorithm (see

Algorithm 1).

4 Experimental setup

For the evaluation of the Meta-Partitioner, four real-world applications from the Virtual

Test Facility (VTF) are used. The VTF, developed at the California Institute of Tech-

nology, is a software environment for coupling solvers for compressible computational

fluid dynamics (CFD) with solvers for computational solid dynamics (CSD) [14, 46].

The purpose of the VTF is to simulate highly coupled fluid-structure interaction prob-

lems. The used applications are restricted to the CFD domain of the VTF, because the

CSD solver is implemented with unstructured grids and the finite element method.

Ramp simulates the reflection of a planar Mach 10 shock wave striking a 30 degree

wedge. A complicated shock reflection occurs when the shock wave hits the sloping

wall. The initial grid size is 480x120 grid points and the application uses three levels

of refinement with refinement factors {2,2,4}. ShockTurb treats the interaction of two

contacting gases with different densities that are subject to a shock wave. When hit

by the shockwave, a Richtmyer-Meshkov instability is created. The initial grid size

is 240x120 grid points and and the application uses three levels of refinement with a

constant refinement factor of two. ConvShock simulates a Richtmyer-Meshkov insta-

bility in a spherical setting. The gaseous interface is spherical and sinusoidal in shape.

The interface is disturbed by a Mach 5 spherical and converging shock wave. The ini-

tial grid size is 200x200 grid points and the application uses four levels of refinement

with refinement factors {2,2,4,2}. In the Spheres application, a constant Mach 10 flow

passes over two spheres placed inside the computational domain. The flow results in

steady bow shocks over the spheres. The initial grid size is 200x160 grid points and

the application uses three levels of refinement with a constant refinement factor of two.

4.1 Methodology

To evaluate the Meta-Partitioner, un-partitioned trace files for the four described ap-

plications are used [47]. The trace files contain the complete grid hierarchies from

real-world executions of the applications (coordinates, sizes, refinement factors etc.).

The trace files are used as input to the Meta-Partitioner, one re-partitioning at a time.

The Meta-Partitioner matches the current grid hierarchy with the stored grid hierarchies

in the data base. Next, either a single or multiple candidate partitioning algorithms are

selected and invoked. When multiple algorithms are invoked, all resulting partition-

ings are evaluated during run-time using the new version of the SAMR simulator. The

partitioned grid hierarchy with the best performance is stored on disk and it is later

thoroughly evaluated using the original version of the simulator [40].
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For the matching of the grid hierarchies, the experiments are performed using the

different configurations shown in Table 3. When the performance of multiple parti-

tionings is evaluated, the modified selection strategies described in Algorithm 2 are

employed. Generally, the grid hierarchies are partitioned for 16 processors. Scalabil-

ity results, where 32 processor partitionings are constructed using rules derived from

performance data for 16 processor configurations, are also computed.

Only the results for the two most performance-inhibiting factors — load imbalance

and synchronization — are presented. The load imbalance is defined as

Load imbalance (%) = 100 ∗
Max{processor workload}

Average workload
− 100.

The synchronization penalty is computed as follows [42]. For each refinement

level, the processors check their neighbors for the need to wait for any of them. If a pro-

cessor needs to wait, the penalty is approximated by the number grid points that have

to be updated by other processors before the stalled processor can resume its computa-

tions. The severity of the penalty is affected by how much work the stalled processor

has left on higher refinement levels — stalling a processor with a great amount of work

left is more serious than holding up a processor with little remaining work. Hence, the

penalty is multiplied by the processor’s remaining workload.

The performance data are compared to both the average value for all partitioning

algorithms and to the best static partitioning algorithm. The best static partitioning

algorithm was determined by computing the average performance for each of the 768

hybrid partitioning algorithms present in the performance data base. Disregarding the

performance data for the current application, the best static partitioning algorithms

were selected using the same criteria that were used to construct the selection rules

(see Section 3.1.2). Note that the best static algorithm is dependent on the current par-

titioning focus — different partitioning focuses generally result in different partitioning

algorithms.

Finally, the average execution times for the different matching configurations are

also presented.

5 Results

The performance results are presented separately for each partitioning focus. The re-

sults for the scalability experiments and the executions times are found at the end of

the section.

The selection rules have been computed to eliminate any performance data de-

pendencies for the current application. Hence, separate rules for each combination of

application and partitioning focus has been used for the evaluation.

The data base includes performance data for all possible combinations of parti-

tioning algorithm and grid hierarchy that can be encountered during the evaluation.

Hence, a minimum value can be computed for each metric and application. Given

the candidate partitioning algorithms and the applications used for the evaluation, it

is impossible to construct partitionings with a better performance. Of course, if new
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partitioning algorithms are added to the Meta-Partitioner, this minimum value will no

longer be valid.

For the performance analysis, the results are compared to both the average for all

partitioning algorithms and to the results of the best static partitioning algorithm. If

a user has access to a performance data base, he can use the data base compute the

best static partitioning algorithm. Hence, emphasis should be given to the results for

best static algorithm. If a user lacks access to a performance data base, it is impossible

to determine the best static algorithm. Here, priority should instead be given to the

average results for all algorithms.
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Figure 2: The load imbalance for the different configurations of the Meta-Partitioner

and FocusLB. Note that the MP10-configurations result in a near optimal perfor-

mance.

For all applications, MP1-configuration results in a smaller load imbalance than the

average imbalance for all partitioning algorithms (see Figure 2). The decrease is on

average 13.1%. MP1 has an 8% smaller load imbalance than the best static partitioning

algorithm for the Ramp application, while the difference between MP1 och the best

static algorithm is insignificant for the three other applications.

When multiple algorithms are selected, the performance of the resulting partition-

ings are evaluated during run-time. Hence, the performance will always be equal to

or better than the performance for MP1. Using MP1+Static, the load imbalance is

on average decreased by 4.8% compared to MP1 and 5.4% compared to the best static

algorithm.
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Figure 3: The synchronization penalty for the different configurations of the Meta-

Partitioner and FocusLB. The synchronization penalty is not negatively affected by

FocusSynch.

The load imbalance is substantially reduced when the MP10-configuration is used.

For the three applications with the largest improvements, the load imbalance is on av-

erage decreased by 21% compared to the MP1-configuration. Because the load imbal-

ance for MP1 is already small for ShockTurb, the imbalance is decreased by only 7%.

A comparison of the load imbalance for MP10 against the minimum values shows that

the load imbalance is close to the minimum for all applications. On average, the load

imbalance is increased by only 11.5% from the minimum value when MP10 is used.

For the ShockTurb application, the increase is as low as 2.4%. A closer examination

of the individual re-partitionings shows that MP10 often selected the best performing

partitioning algorithm among all of the 768 partitioning algorithms!

The more advanced configurations that are based on MP10 — MP10+Static,

MP10+Apps, and MP10+All — all result in further, but much smaller, reductions

of the load imbalance. Due to the longer execution times of these configurations (see

Table 4), they will probably not decrease the total execution time for the SAMR appli-

cation.

The secondary performance-inhibiting factor, the synchronization penalty, is gen-

erally slightly smaller than the average penalty for all partitioning algorithms (see Fig-

ure 3). When multiple partitionings were evaluated, the new selection criteria (see Sec-

tion 3.1.3 and Algorithm 2) decreased the average synchronization penalty by 4.6%.

The criteria allow the selection of a partitioning with a small synchronization penalty

even if the partitioning has a slightly higher load imbalance than other partitionings.
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Figure 4: The synchronization penalty for the different configurations of the Meta-

Partitioner and FocusSynch. Note that the MP10-configurations result in a near

optimal performance.

The original version of the Meta-Partitioner, MP1, always results in a smaller syn-

chronization penalty than the average penalty for all partitioning algorithms (see Fig-

ure 4). On average, the decrease is 7.2%.

Compared to the best static partitioning algorithm, the synchronization penalty is

approximately equal for the ConvShock and the Spheres applications. For the Ramp

application, the penalty is decreased by 11.4% while it is increased by 5.9% for the

ShockTurb application.

For the MP10-configuration, the synchronization penalty is significantly decreased

for three of the four applications, on average with 16.8%. The fourth application,

ShockTurb, results in a smaller decrease of 11.4% since the room for improvements

are smaller. The resulting synchronization penalty is close to the minimum penalty for

all applications. On average, the penalty is increased by only 13.6% from its minimum

value for the 768 partitioning algorithms.

The penalty is further decreased when the more elaborate configurations based on

MP10 are used. The reductions are probably too small to result in a shorter total exe-

cution time because of the longer partitioning times.

The load balance for the four applications is always equal to or smaller than the av-

erage imbalance for all algorithms (see Figure 5). The behavior observed for FocusLB,

where the more advanced configurations based on MP10 resulted in better performance

for the secondary performance-inhibiting factor, is only repeated for the ConvShock
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Figure 5: The load imbalance for the different configurations of the Meta-Partitioner

and FocusSynch. The load imbalance is not negatively affected by FocusSynch.

and Spheres applications. The load imbalance for two other applications, Ramp and

ShockTurb, varies without a discernible pattern. For these two applications, it is prob-

able that only a few partitionings result in a small load load imbalance, decreasing the

impact of the new selection criteria (see Algorithm 2).

Scalability of the rules

To evaluate the scalability of the selection process, rules optimized for 16 processor

configurations are used to construct partitionings for 32 processor. No results for the

best static partitioning algorithm are presented. These scalability experiments are only

meaningful when performance data for the current processor configuration are unavail-

able, which makes it impossible to compute the best static algorithm. Results for the

configuration MP1+Static are presented, but in this case the best static algorithm

is derived for 16 processor configurations. All results have been normalized to the

average value of the current metric.

When FocusLB is used, the load imbalance for all configurations is always smaller

than the average load imbalance (see Figure 6a). The improvements are largest for the

the ConvShock and the Spheres applications, with a decrease of 12.8% respectively

11.6%. The synchronization penalty is slightly smaller than the average penalty for

Ramp and ShockTurb while it is slightly increased for ConvShock and Spheres (see

Figure 6b). However, these changes are too small to be significant.

For FocusSynch, the synchronization penalty for three of the applications is de-

creased by 4.2% compared to the average for all partitioning algorithms (see Figure 6d).
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Figure 6: Results for 32 processors using rule originally constructed for 16 processors.

The Meta-Partitioner consistently generates partitionings with a better performance

than the average partitioning.

For the fourth application, Spheres, a marginal increase of 1% is observed. The re-

sults for the load imbalance is surprisingly better than the results for synchronization

penalty, even though the partitioning effort is concentrated to the synchronization (see

Figure 6c). For the Ramp application, the resulting load imbalance is even smaller than

the corresponding load imbalance for FocusLB.

The more configurations that generate multiple partitionings (MP1+Static and

MP10) do not generally improve the partitioning quality, regardless of partitioning fo-

cus. It is only for FocusLB and the ConvShock application that MP1+Static and

MP10 are able to produce significantly better partitionings than MP1. For all other

cases, the performance differences between MP1 and the more advanced configura-

tions (MP1+Static and MP10) are insignificant.

Execution times

Both the selection of the partitioning algorithms and the construction and evaluation

of multiple partitionings will add an overhead to the total execution time. To decrease

the total execution time, the overhead must be smaller than the resulting reduction in

simulation time for the SAMR framework. In this section, execution times for different

configurations of the Meta-Partitioner are presented. All experiments where performed

on a computer having a 1.73 GHz Intel T2250 Core Duo processor and 2GB of DDR2

memory. For all configurations, the execution times are computed from experiments
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ConvShock Ramp

Total MP Part Total MP Part

MP1 19.8 4.1 15.7 9.2 2.9 6.3

MP1+Static 35.2 5.6 29.6 19.4 4.9 14.1

MP10 185 28.5 156.5 95.9 21 74.9

MP10+Static 203.4 30.7 172.7 106.2 23.2 82.9

MP10+Apps 218.5 33.2 185.3 108.1 21 87.1

MP10+All 233.4 34.5 198.9 118.7 26.6 92.1

ShockTurb Spheres

Total MP Part Total MP Part

MP1 4.5 2.2 2.3 20.6 3.9 16.7

MP1+Static 7.5 2.7 4.8 39 5.6 33.3

MP10 32.6 8.7 23.9 188.2 22.2 166

MP10+Static 35.5 9.4 26.1 206.8 24.3 182.5

MP10+Apps 39.6 11 28.6 221.2 26.8 194.4

MP10+All 42.7 11.7 31 239.6 28.9 210.7

Table 4: The execution time for the complete partitioning process (Total) is the sum of

the time needed by the Meta-Partitioner to select and evaluate appropriate partitioning

algorithms (MP) and the time needed to partition the grid hierarchy (Part).

performed with both partitioning focuses.

The execution time for the complete partitioning process is the sum of the time

needed by the Meta-Partitioner to select and evaluate appropriate (MP) partitioning

algorithms and the time needed to partition the grid hierarchy (Part).

For MP1, the MP-part is substantially faster than the partitioning time for three of

the four application. The last application, ShockTurb, results in approximately equal

execution times for the MP-part and the partitioner. The execution times between the

individual applications differ because of the properties of the grid hierarchy, e.g. Con-

vShock and Spheres have a larger number of grid patches than the two other applica-

tions.

For MP1+Static, the partitioning time is approximately doubled because two

partitionings are constructed at each re-partitioning. The increase in execution time for

the MP-part is smaller, on average 43%.

The partitioning time for the more advanced configurations is proportional to the

number of constructed partitionings because the partitioning time for a single partition-

ing remains approximately constant. The partitioning time varies for the MP10+Apps

configuration, especially for the Ramp application. For MP10+Apps, the number of

constructed partitionings can change between re-partitionings because partitioning al-

gorithms corresponding to all applications in the data base must be selected. The MP-

part grows at a slower and almost linear rate.
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In the extended version of the Meta-Partitioner, all partitionings are constructed and

evaluated by a single processor. However, this task is embarrassingly parallel. Hence,

the partitionings can easily be both constructed and evaluated in parallel to significantly

decrease the overall execution time of the Meta-Partitioner.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, a performance evaluation of an extended and improved version of the

Meta-Partitioner was presented. The Meta-Partitioner is a partitioning framework that

autonomously selects, configures, invokes, and evaluates partitioning algorithms for

SAMR grid hierarchies during run-time. The implementation uses component-based

software engineering and it is not restricted to any SAMR framework or grid format. To

consistently construct high-quality partitionings, the partitioning effort is concentrated

to the most performance-inhibiting factor — either the load imbalance (FocusLB) or

the synchronization (FocusSynch). The performance of the candidate partitioning

algorithms are predicted using historical performance data. Before execution, the user

specifies the number of alternative partitionings to construct at each re-partitioning. If

multiple partitionings are constructed, the performance of each partitioning is evaluated

during run-time and the partitioning with the best performance is selected.

In its base configuration, MP1, the Meta-Partitioner selects a single partitioning

algorithm. For the most performance-inhibiting factor, the MP1 configuration consis-

tently generates partitionings that result in better performance than the average par-

titioning. Compared to the best static partitioning algorithm, the results are approxi-

mately equal. For the secondary performance-inhibiting factor, the results are similar

to the average performance.

The MP10-configuration constructs and evaluates ten partitionings. For this con-

figuration, huge improvements for the most performance-inhibiting factor occur. The

resulting performance is always close to the minimum value for each application. On

average, the minimum value for the most performance-inhibiting factor is increased

by only 11.5% for FocusLB and by 13.6% for FocusSynch. The more advanced

methods based on the MP10-configuration does not result in a significantly better per-

formance than MP10. The MP10-configuration does not result in a bad performance

for the secondary performance-inhibiting factor. The only drawback of the MP10-

configuration is the long execution time needed to construct all ten partitionings. How-

ever, the partitioning process is inherently parallel and the Meta-Partitioner can easily

be modified to invoke multiple partitioners in parallel. Furthermore, configurations that

construct fewer partitionings, like MP5, might also result in good performance.

Experiments where selection rules optimized for 16 processors were used for 32

processor configurations were also performed. The performance for both performance-

inhibiting factors were generally better than the average performance for all partition-

ing algorithms. Unfortunately, the huge improvements for the MP10-configuration

were not repeated. Thus, while the Meta-Partitioner still produced high-quality parti-

tionings, the partitionings can not be expected to result in a near optimal performance.

Several tasks remain before the Meta-Partitioner can be deployed in a production

environment. The Meta-Partitioner is not yet interfaced to any SAMR framework.
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This task should be given a high priority. The Meta-Partitioner can also be improved

in several areas. The real-world impact of performance-inhibiting factors has to be

determined and the selection rules should be adjusted accordingly. Currently, the parti-

tioning focus remains static during the execution. To change the focus during run-time,

methods that measure both the partitioning needs of the application and state of the

computer should be implemented [21, 44, 45]. In a longer time frame, it is desirable to

add the capability to perform hierarchical partitioning for heterogeneous computational

environments.

The extended version of the Meta-Partitioner significantly decreases the impact of

the most performance-inhibiting factors for parallel SAMR applications. The perfor-

mance of the generated partitionings are consistently close to the optimal performance

for each applications in the evaluation. When interfaced with a SAMR framework, the

Meta-Partitioner has the potantial to significant reduce the execution time of parallel

SAMR applications.
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